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1. INTRODUCTION 
In an earlier paper [6] the author has studied first and second order Briot- 
Bouquet equations. Such DE’s will be taken here in the normal form 
(w')" + i (p,,k + plkw + "- + p2k.kW2k)(W')n-k = 0 (1.1) 
k=l 
and 
(w”)” + f @Ok + ?hkw + .a- + pgk,kW3k) (w”)“-‘” = 0. U-2) 
k=l 
For the coefficient of the (n - k)th power of the derivative we write simplyp,(w). 
It is a polynomial in w of degree Sk where 6, is <2/z in the first order case and 
<312 in the second order one. These normal forms are necessary but not sufficient 
if the equations are not allowed to have solutions with movable branch-points. 
The present note is devoted to a further study of the solutions using 
the diagram of Puiseux and analytic continuation. In particular, the validity of 
Painleve’s determinateness theorem is considered. See [5, pp. 87-891. 
2. THE PUISEUX DIAGRAM 
We set 
P(X, Y) = Y” + i plc(X) Yn-k 
k=l 
and define the algebraic function X H A(X) as the solution of 
P[X, A(X)] = 0. 
Similarly set 
Q(X, 2) = Z” + i Pk(X) Z”-” 
k=l 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
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and define X++ B(X) as the solution of 
SK wa = 0. (2.4) 
The diagram of Puiseux shows how the functions A(X) and B(X) behave as X 
approaches a singularity. 
Here we restrict ourselves to X = co and a discussion of A(X). In an (X, Y)- 
plane we mark the lattice points (i, K) for which p,, # 0 in (1 .l). Set S = (0, n), 
T = (6, , 0) and let ZI be the least convex polygon containing all the lattice 
points. S and T are vertices of m, there are two polygonal lines, subsets of 17, 
which join S and T. Let II+ be the upper of these lines facing infinity. Suppose 
that v + 1 lattice points lie on 17+ including S and T. These lattice point 
divide II+ into Y line segments. Note the slopes of these line segments and take 
negative of their reciprocals with 0 being the reciprocal of co if there should be a 
vertical side. Going from left to right we obtain a non-increasing sequence of 
rational numbers 
Yl , Y2 ,...> YY . (2.5) 
Corresponding to these numbers there are v branches of A(X) at co. The Kth 
branch is of the form 
A,(X) = u,XQ[l + o(l)]. (2.6) 
There are corresponding reduced DE’s 
W&z) = a,[w,(z)]Yk [l + o(l)]. (2.7) 
Here we are interested in values of z for which a branch of a solution of (1.1) 
exists which tends to infinity as z approaches some singularity. The only 
singularities encountered in [6] were poles, algebraic branch-points and an 
essential singularity at co in the case of entire transcendental solutions. If there 
are other types remains to be seen. 
The behavior of solutions of (2.7) depends upon the value of the exponent 
yk = y. We have four cases. 
(1) 1 < y. Here 
w(z) = C(z - zo)-l/(~-l) [l + o(l)] (2.8) 
where C is a function of a and y. Normally z = z0 is a branch-point where w(x) 
becomes infinite. It may become a pole of order c1 if y = 1 + l/al. It is a movable 
singularity. 
(2) r=l. Here 
w(z) = C exp(az) [l + o(l)]. (2.9) 
Now C is arbitrary and z tends to infinity so that Re(az) -+ +CO. 
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(3) O<y<l. Here 
w(z) = C(z - qp-r) [l + o(l)] (2.10) 
C is a function of a and y. It is normally a movable branch-point where the 
solution becomes 0; it may become an integral power if y = 1 - I/CL 
(4) y < 0. The solution is given by (2.10) and is not single-valued. 1 
Thus we obtain: 
THEOREM 1. The soZutims of (1.1) can be single-valued only if all exponents y 
are non-negative and y = 1 + l/a ify > 1 and y = 1 - l/a if y < 1 where 01 
is a positive integer. 
We have a similar situation for equation (1.2). Again 
B(X) = bXn[l + o(l)] (2.11) 
where the v’s are the negative reciprocals of the slopes of the sides of n+. The 
reduced DE’s are of the form 
w”(x) = b[w(z)]” [I + o(l)]. (2.12) 
Again there are four different cases. 
(5) 1 < 7. Here 
w(z) = C(z - z&2/+1) [l + o(l)]. (2.13) 
Movable infinitude which may become a pole of order /J if 7 = 1 + 2//?. 
(6) 77 = 1. Here 
$4 = C exp(o4 [l + o(l)], u2 = b. (2.14) 
(7) -1 <q<lgives 
w(z) = C(z - zp1-n) [l + o(l)]. (2.15) 
Here z = z,, is normally a branch-point where the solution is 0. The solution 
may be single-valued, a positive power, if 7 = 1 - 2//3. 
(8) 7 < -1. For 71 < - 1 the solution is still given by (2.15) and it is not 
single-valued. In the case 7 = -1 the singularities are very complicated. Thus 
for the case 
ww”=b (2.16) 
we get a solution that vanishes for z = .zO by solving for w in 
I w (log t)-1’2 dt = (2b)1’2 (z - q,). 0 (2.17) 
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The analogue of Theorem 1 reads: 
THEOREM 2. The solutions of (1.2) can be single-valued only if all the expo- 
nmts~are>--1,~=1+2/~ifl<r)and~=1-2//3if--1<~<1wuhere 
/3 is a positive integer. 
As an illustration consider the quintic 
Y4-xv+x3Y2-x3Y+x=o. (2.18) 
Here all the lattice points ( j, k) are vertices of 17. The four values of y are 2, 1 , 0, 
and -2. The corresponding first order DE 
(w’)4 - w2(w’)3 + w3(w’)2 - w3w’ + w = 0 (2.19) 
has solutions with simple poles, a solution of exponential type like (2.9), 
w&4 - ez, and two solutions of powet type. wr(z) N z and w2(z) N (3,z)V3. 
Here we are using a modified form of a classification introduced by Pierre 
Boutroux [l, pp. 39-541 for a similar purpose. Since there is a negative exponent, 
the general solution is evidently not single-valued so that the condition 6, < 2K 
does not exclude multi-valued solutions. 
Let us replace w’ by w” in (2.19). The exponents are unchanged but the 
behavior of the solutions is modified. The meromorphic solutions have double 
poles, a solution of exponential type may become infinite either in the left or the 
right half-plane (possibly in both) and the power type solutions are O(z2) and 
O(23). 
3. ANALYTIC CONTINUATION; FINITE DEFINITE LIMITS 
Consider a solution w(z; z,, , w,, , wO) of (1.1). At z = z0 it takes on the value 
w = w,, and w0 is one of the roots of 
eh t Y) = 0. (3.1) 
It is assumed that w,, is not a zero of the discriminant D(w) so that the roots of 
(3.1) are distinct. This solution is continued analytically along a rectifiable path C 
in the finite z-plane from z = z, to z = 5 where various possibilities may arise. 
Thus w(z) could tend to a finite definite limit, or an infinite limit, or no limit 
whatsoever, finite or infinite. In this section let us examine the first possibility 
lim w(x) = w1 # co. (3.2) 
Here there are two alternatives according as w = w1 is a branch-point of 
Y = A(X) or not. We start with the second alternative. 
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I:l. w1 is not a branch-point of A(X). Let r be the image of C in the 
w-plane. Then X ++ A(X) is a holomorphic function of X all along r including 
the end-point w = wr . Further, w(x; z,, , w,, , wa) and its z-derivative w’(z; z,, , 
ws , w,,) are holomorphic functions of z along C except possibly for the end- 
point z = 5 and we have 
w+; zo > wo > wo), WY.? zo , wo 7 WON =0 (3.3) 
by the permanence of functional equations. As z + 5 the solution w(z) is known 
to tend to a finite limit wr and since wr is not a branch-point of A(X) this 
function tends to a unique limit wr as X + z~‘r along r and A(X) is holomorphic 
at X = wr . There is a unique solution w(x; 5, wr , wr) of (1.1) holomorphic in 
some disk / z - 5 1 < E; it has the initial values wr and wt at z = 5. This disk 
contains the end of C where w(x) and w’(z) approach the values wr and wr . 
It follows that 
W(? %I 9 wo , wo) and W(K 5, Wl, 4 
coincide in any domain where both are holomorphic. Thus the second solution 
is the analytic continuation of the first. 
I:2. wr is a branch-point of A(x). Here ,4(X) has a unique finite limit wr 
as X + wr along r and there is a unique expansion 
A(X) = w1 + f Cj(X - WlyJ)/Q 
j=O 
(3.4) 
where p and 4 are positive integers, 1 < 9 < n, further p < q if wr = 0, other- 
wise any positive integer. We disregard the trivial case 4 = 1. For w(x) on r 
and j w - wr / < 77 
W’(Z) = w1 -+ f c~[w(.z) - UiJ(j+fl)‘c, w(4) = WI . (3.5) 
J=O 
This equation has a unique solution since [A(w, + t)]-r is integrable down to 
t = 0. Normally the solution is of the form 
W(Z) = wl(x - 1;) + f u& - iy+p+*)‘q 
j=O 
(3.6) 
with an algebraic branch-point at z = 5. 
But if w1 = 0 and p = 4 - 1, a single-valued solution is obtained upon 
setting w(z) - wr x [v(x)]Q which gives 
p’(z) = f Ci[z@)]~, v(i) = 0. 
j=O 
(3.7) 
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The solution is clearly holomorphic at z = 5 where it has a simple zero so that 
w(z) is holomorphic and W(Z) - wr has a q-fold zero. 
A singularity of type (3.4) will occur only at a point wr which is a zero of the 
discriminant D(X), the resultant of eliminating Y between the equations 
P(X, Y) = 0, P&Y, Y) = 0. (3.8) 
If 6, < 2k, the degree of D(X) is at most 4n(n - I), an estimate which is 
normally far too high. 
The case where Y = 0 is a multiple root corresponding to a value X = a 
is of some interest. Here the corresponding DE has the solution W(Z) = a, but 
there are also non-constant solutions with the initial value w = a. A case in 
point is given by 
(w’)2 - 2(w - a) (w - b) w’ + (w - a)Q3(w) = 0. (3.8) 
Here a # b and pa(w) is a cubic polynomial with &(a) # 0; w = a gives the 
double root w’ = 0 and the solution w(z) z a. Set w = a + v2, then 
(v’)2 - v(v2 + a - b) 0’ + iQ3(u + 72’) = 0 (3.10) 
which has two non-constant holomorphic solutions with v(t) = 0. It follows 
that (3.9) has two non-constant solutions which take on the value w = a at an 
arbitrary point z == 5. In this case the discriminant is of degree 4 so besides 
w = a there are three other values which could possibly produce movable 
branch-points. 
An example of a DE with movable branch-points is given by 
(w’)2 - (2w - a - b) w’ + &(u - b)2 = 0, a # b. (3.11) 
Here there is a double root if w = a or b and the double root is either g == 
+(a - b) or -g. Integration gives 
.z - 5 = $ {(w - u) (w - b) + (w - a + g) [(w - u) (w - b)]““} 
- log{[w - u)~‘~ + (w - b)1’2] (2g)-1’2}. 
(3.12) 
At w = a the right hand side is of the form 
+ (w - a) + (2g)-1’2 (w - uy + (w - a)2 P[(w - u)l’2] 
where P(v) is holomorphic at v = 0 and P(0) # 0. Inversion gives 
w - a = g(z - 5) + (,z - 5)312 f cj(x - y/z (3.13) 
j=O 
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and c,, # 0. Thus the solution has a branch-point of order one at a preassigned 
point z = 5. 
As a result of the discussion it is seen that if all solutions of (1.1) are to be 
single-valued then all solutions with an initial value w(c) which is a zero of the 
discriminant must be single-valued at z = 5. 
So far we have discussed only first order Briot-Bouquet DE’s. We have the 
same problems for the second order case. Consider a solution W(Z; z,, , w,, , 
wol , wo2) of (1.2) where w. , wol , wo2 are the initial values of the solution and its 
first two derivatives and wo2 is a root of 
Q(wo ,2) = 0 (3.14) 
and it is assumed that w0 is not a zero of the discriminant D(X). The solution 
is continued analytically along a rectifiable path C from z = z. to z = 5 and 
tends to a definite finite limit wr as z + 5. 
21:l. wr is not a branch point of B(X). The discussion in the first order case 
carries over with minor changes and the conclusion is that the solution is 
holomorphic at z = 5 and w(t) = w1 . 
21:2. w1 is a branch point. There are now constants a, b, c which are the 
limits of w, w’, w” as x -+ 5 along C and there is an expansion 
B(X) = c + 2 Cj(X - u)(i+~)‘* (3.15) 
j=O 
Normally the corresponding DE 
wc = c + f Cj(W - q+P)lQ 
j=O 
has a solution of the form 
w(z) = Q(z) + f tzJQ(z)]‘j+P+@‘~, 
j=O 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
Q(z) = +c(z - 5)" + b(" - 1) + a. (3.18) 
If, however, c = 0, p = q - 1 we can set w - a = nQ to obtain 
qvo” + q(q - 1) T L go cpj, v(() = 0. (3.19) 
This DE has a unique solution holomorphic at ,R = 5 where it has a zero of 
order 2. This implies that w(z) - a has a zero of order 29. 
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Again this discussion shows that solutions with an initial value w(t) which is a 
zero of the discriminant require special examination to verify if they are single- 
valued or not. 
4. ANALYTIC CONTINUATION; INFINITE LIMITS 
We now assume that as a + 5 along C then w(a) becomes infinite. We start 
with the first order case and use the canonical substitution w = l/v which gives 
or 
P J&-s,=0 
( 
p*(v, v’) = (-v’)n + k$l V”“Pk (;) (-q-k: = 0. 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
Here the coefficients of the powers of v’ are polynomials in v of order 
qk = 212 - 6,. (4.3) 
The DE (4.2) has holomorphic solutions with initial value v(t) = 0. The solution 
is uniquely determined once the value for v’(C) is known. This quantity is a root 
of the equation 
P*(O, t) = 0 or (-? + k~/2k,k(-t)“-k = 0. (4.4) 
If Pn,zn # 0 no root can be zero so v’(c) # 0 and v(z) has a simple zero at 
.a = 5. Suppose v’(l) = 7, one of the roots of (4.4) and form the solution of (4.2) 
v’(z; LO, T). (4.5) 
Its reciprocal w(z) = [~(a; 5, 0, ~)]-l is then a solution of (1.1) which has a 
simple pole at x = 5. It should be identified with the solution under considera- 
tion. Here also an algebraic function becomes significant. It is the function 
XM C(X) defined by 
P*(x, T) = 0. (3.6) 
Here we have the same dichotomy as in the finite limit case. 
1II:I. X = 0 is not a branch point of C(X). For z on C and close to z = 1 
the function v(z) = [~(.a; a,, , w,, , w&l is holomorphic and tends to the limit 0 
as z --f 5. It is a solution of (4.2). It s d erivative will then tend to a finite limit Q- 
which is a root of the characteristic equation (4.4). We can form (4.5) and see that 
[W(? zo , wo ,wo)l-l and V(? LO, 7) 
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coincide whereever they are both holomorphic. Thus the solution of (1.1) which 
becomes infinite as z + 5 along C has a pole at a = 5. 
111:2. X = 0 is a branch-point of C(X). Here the DE for the reciprocal 
under consideration becomes 
d(z) = C[v(z)] = 7 + f cj[o(z)](j+~)‘Q (4.7) 
3=0 
and from the discussion of 11:2 we infer that the solution has the form 
7J(z) = .(z - 1;) + f Uj(Z - {)(j’p+g)‘n 
j=O 
(4.8) 
with a branch-point at a = 5 where ~(5) = 0 so that w(x) becomes infinite at 
a = [ which is an algebraic branch-point. 
If 7 = 0 and p = 4 - 1 we again set z, = UQ and the resulting DE has a 
holomorphic solution with a simple zero at z = 5. Thus o(z) has a zero of order p 
and its reciprocal a pole of order 4 < n. 
The second order case is again more complicated since the canonical sub- 
stitution w = l/v leads, after multiplication by w3n, to the DE 
[&)]” + f v3”P, ($) [D(v)]“-” = 0, 
k=l 
D(v) = -7ld + 2(742 (4.9) 
which is not a BB equation. Actually the difficulty is more deepseated. While all 
finite singularities of solutions of first order BB equations are algebraic, this is 
not necessarily true in the second order case. This is illustrated by the decept- 
ively simple-looking DE 
wn r wk 1 <k, (4.10) 
which is a BB equation if k is a rational number. 
Besides the obvious “classical” solutions this DE has a profusion of less 
“respectable” solutions. Set 
k+l 
9=2-P 
2 
OL=K--- 
If q is not a positive integer there are solutions of the form 
W(Z) =-yc A,#(z - X&a+m+n*, (4.12) 
(4.11) 
where c is arbitrary, while if q is a positive integer, there are solutions given by a 
so called logarithmic psi-series 
W(Z) = 2 P,[log(z - aa)] (a - ao)-a+n. 
n-0 
(4.13) 
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Here P,(t) is a polynomial in t of degree < [n/q] and involves one arbitrary 
constant. For such questions see [2]-[5]. 
One may attempt to construct a power series solution of (4.9) vanishing at a 
preassigned point z = 5. Here the following phenomenon is apt to present 
itself. There is an integer p such that the coefficients of the series with sub- 
script < p are uniquely determined but a, is not. In exceptional cases a, can be 
chosen arbitrarily, if this is not the case, then there is no power series solution 
and instead a logarithmic psi-series can be found. The dichotomy in this situa- 
tion is really between psi-series or regular series. To examine this situation in all 
its ramifications would take us too far afield. 
5. DETERMINATENESS 
Painleve’s determinateness theorem holds in the first order case. 
THEOREM 3. Each solution of the BB equation (1.1) tends to a definite, jinite 
or in$nite, limit as z tends to a$nite limit. 
Proof. Let ‘!I? be the Riemann surface defined by the algebraic curve 
P(X, Y) = 0. It has n sheets and a finite number of branch-points at the zeros 
of the discriminant D(X). On % we trace the circle 
z=[W;jWI=R] (5.1) 
where R is so large that the disk D bounded by Z contains all the finite branch- 
points. The disk may split into several disconnected pieces. 
Suppose that 3 < X ,< R and 
Then 
max 1 pj, / = il4. (5.2) 
and 
/ pk(X)I < 2M / X lzk < 2MR2” (5.3) 
1 A(X)1 < (2M i 1) / X I2 < (2M + 1) R2. 
This gives corresponding estimates for the solution w(z) of (I. 1) 
(5.4) 
I qg -=c (2M + 1) I +$“. (5.5) 
Consider now a solution w(z; z0 , w,, , wa) of (1.1) defined in a neighborhood of 
.a = z, with w(zJ = w,, and w’(z,,) = w0 , a root of P(w, , Y) = 0. This solution 
is continued analytically along a rectifiable arc C from x = x0 to z = 5. It is to be 
shown that the assumption that w(z) tends to no limit, finite or infinite, is 
untenable. 
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As above let r be the image of C on %. If W(Z) tends to no limit then the 
length of r must be infinite. This is impossible if I’ stays in D on ‘93. For then 
the length of r is 
Z(r) = j j w’(z)1 [ dz 1 < (2M + 1)P j 1 dz 1 = (2M + 1) Z(C)P. (5.6) 
C C 
by (5.5). Thus if r stays in D then the length of r is finite and this implies that 
w(z) must tend to a finite limit, against the assumption. 
Thus it is necessary for r to stray outside of 2. It may conceivably cross 2 
only a finite number of times and ultimately stay outside. This again will lead 
to a contradiction. It would mean that there is a terminal arc C,, of C which is 
mapped on an arc r, of r which lies outside of 2. Here we use reciprocation, 
w = l/v, which takes w(z) into v(x) and maps r, on an arc B,, inside the circle 
j v I = l/R. Since 
7l’(x) = -w’(z) [w(x)]-” 
we can use (5.5) to discuss arc lengths. We have 
@o) = jco I4x>I I dz I = jco I44l I w(W2 I dz I < (2M + 1) jcO j ds I 
= (2144 + 1) Z(C)). (5.7) 
Since B, is of finite length, v(s) must tend to a finite limit, possibly zero, as 
z + 5. This implies that w(z) has a definite limit, possibly infinity. 
The remaining possibility is that r crosses 2 infinitely often. This leads to a 
sequence of points {z,} on C with z, -+ 5 and the corresponding points w, = 
w(zJ lie on 2. We may disregard one-sided contact of r with 2 and restrict 
ourselves to actual crossings. Let C, be the subarc of C between z, and z,,+i 
and denote the corresponding arc of r by I’, . To fix the ideas, let the arcs I’,, 
lie in D and the arcs r2:Ln+I shall be outside of 2. Then 
5 qr,,) < (2~ + ip2 5 z(c,,) < (2~ + 1) z(c)R~. 
a=1 n=l 
(5.8) 
This shows that the sequence (w,J converges to a unique limit w* on 2. But it 
also shows that the sequence of arcs r,, converges to the point w*. The same 
type of argument applies to the arcs r2n+l . We take reciprocals and apply (5.5) 
which shows that the reciprocal arcs converge to the reciprocal of w*. This gives 
lim w(x) = w* (5.9) 
when z tends to 5 along C. Thus in all three situations w(z) tends to a definite 
limit which in the second case could be infinity. 1 
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We have now 
THEOREM 4. The determinateness theorem holds also for second order BB DE’s. 
Proof. For 1 w(z)] > 3 we have 
w”(x) = B(z, w) [w(x)]” with / B(z, w)l < 2M + 1. (5.10) 
The solutions of 
w”(z) = (2M + 1) [w(z)]” (5.11) 
are elliptic functions with simple poles where the residues are -&(M + -&)-1/2. 
We proceed as in the first order case. Let 
r={w;w =w(x),zEC}. 
Denote the arc of C from z,, to z by C(z) and its length by Z(z). Similarly r(w) 
shall stand for the arc of r from w,, to w(z) and its arc length is denoted byL(w). 
Suppose that for some w # w,, the arc r(w) lies in D on ‘8 and let us estimate 
L(w). We have 
L(w) = 1’ j w’(s) 1 ds 1 = 1’ 1 wO1 + j-’ w”(t) dt 1 1 ds / 
20 20 20 
< [l + I wol II lz: I ds I + Izl / Jz; BP, 4 b4t>13 dt / I ds I 
<bl(z)+(2M+1)H3jPZ(s)/ds] 
(5.12) 
% 
= b&z) + (M + 3) P[Z(z)]2. 
This shows that L(w) is bounded as long as I’(w) stays in D. 
Thus if L(r) is to be infinite, I’ must cross 2. Suppose that there is a finite 
number of crossings and that r ultimately stays outside of D. Reciprocation 
v(x) = l/w(x) transforms (5.10) into 
-v(z) z)“(z) + 2[V’(Z)]2 = B,(x, v) (5.13) 
where 1 B,(z, v)l < 2M + 1 for I v(z)/ < +. Let Co be that part of C which 
extends from x1 , the last point of intersection of r with 2, to z = 5. Let I’, 
be the image of Co under the mapping z t+ w(z) and let K, be the image of r. 
under the reciprocation. It is to be shown that the length of K, is finite. Now 
Wo) = 1 
CO 
I +)I I ds I = s, I +>I I wW-” I ds I (5.14) 
so it is sufficient to show that the integrand is bounded on the finite arc Co. 
409/65/3-6 
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To show this we have to examine the reduced DE (5.10) in more detail. It is 
the result of replacing X by w(z) and Y by w”(z) in the discussion of Y = B(X) 
for large values of 1 X j . Here we need something more elaborate than (2.11). 
The exponent 7 is <3 and this value will be reached and no other value is 
possible if the coefficient P~,~,, # 0 in (1.2). Further, B(X) is an algebraic 
function of X so the expansion at X = co will be of the form 
B(X) = X3 
I 
b, + f bjX-jlm 
j=l 1 
where b, # 0, vz is a positive integer and the series is absolutely convergent for 
j X 1 > R. The corresponding branch of the DE is now 
(5.16) 
Here we multiply by 2w’(z) and integrate termwise from z1 to z to obtain 
[W’(Z)]’ = + ~O[W(Z)]~ $ gi bj $j[~(~)]‘4mUi)‘m + 2mb4, log W(X) + C. 
(5.17) 
Here j # 4m and C is a constant of integration. This shows that 
w’(z) [w(z)]-” = (&b,p2 [l + h(z)] (5.18) 
where / h(z)1 is bounded on C,, and tends to zero if w(z) should become infinite. 
It follows that Z(K,) is finite and this implies that V(Z) tends to a definite limit, at 
most + in absolute value. This limit may be zero; in any case w(z) tends to a 
definite limit which may be infinity. 
Finally, if I’ intersects 2 infinitely often, the technique used above shows that 
2 V,,) < (M + 8 R3 f NG,)l” -=c P’ + 3) R3[4C)12. (5.19) 
1 1 
And this implies the existence of a unique limit w* on 2, the limit of the points 
of intersection as well as of the arcs I’, . 
Thus in each of the three possible situations w(z) tends to a definite limit 
which may be infinity in the second case. 1 
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